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BUSYPOD phone booth is the best solution to ensure privacy towards the surrounding environment and tranquility in a
context of modern open space offices or in coworking spaces.
BUSYPOD responds to the increasingly frequent need for an isolated and acoustically comfortable place to make a phone
call, follow a webinar or to set up a video conference without disturbing colleagues, and allows you to isolate yourself
from the outside environment to concentrate better.
BUSYPOD phone booth solves all these needs: it creates a quiet work area in the most chaotic environment, effectively
attenuating the background noise typical of an open space office, a coworking space or a lounge area.
The acoustic coatings on the internal walls create a perfect muffled environment, ideal for telephone conversations or
video calls, ensuring the intelligibility of speech. The sound insulation of the phone booth reaches a level of 32 dB thanks
to the coupling of two wooden panels with rock wool inside them.

It is possible to customize the internal walls in antibacterial and ecological Feltouch felt of the BUSYPOD phone booth
thanks to the range of 5 colours available (light gray, dark gray, green, yellow and blue).
The external side walls in wood also have a painted metal sheet coating that can be customized by choosing from the
countless colours of the RAL colour scale.
BUSYPOD can be moved comfortably thanks to the small invisible wheels present under the cabin base.

Technical sheet BUSYPOD



Materials and exterior finishes
- External walls in painted metal sheet
- It is possible to customize the finishes of the external walls thanks 
to the RAL colours scale available

- Standard size BUSYPOD S 101,9 x 101,9 cm x H 226,3 cm 

Optional accessories:
1 - Fire extinguishing system
2 - Motion detector
3 - Electric socket, USB, wireless battery charger
4 - Side table and adjustable stool
5 - Invisible wheels for easy movement
6 - Coat hanger
7 - Wheelchair ramp

Standard sizes
External size:  W 101,9 x D 101,9 x H 226,3 cm
Internal size:   W   87 x D   90 x H 203 cm
Hinged door, opening on the right direction.

Acoustic performance
- Sound absorption: up to 38 dB
- Wooden door (oak, pine, walnut, black lacquered, white, RAL colours scale)
- Acoustic laminated glass
- Internal lining in ecological and antibacterial felt Feltouch

Materials and interior finishes
- Internal walls: Feltouch acoustic polyester felt
- It is possible to customize the finishes of the internal walls of BUSYPOD

thanks to the range of 5 different colours available.
- Floor: acoustic carpet.
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Other available sizes
BUSYPOD:  W 101,9 x D 101,9 x H 226,3 cm
BUSYPOD Medium Work:  W 160,7 x D 130 x H 226,3 cm
BUSYPOD Medium Meet:  W 160,7 x D 130 x H 226,3 cm
BUSYPOD Large: W 210,7 x D 130 x H 226,3 cm
BUSYPOD XLarge: W 210,7 x D 226,3 x H 226,3 cm

BUSYPOD
1 person

BUSYPOD
Medium Work

1 person

BUSYPOD L
2-4 people

BUSYPOD XL
6-8 people

BUSYPOD
Medium Meet

1-2 people 



Internal Feltouch felt coating 
antibacterial and ecological
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Grey felt (standard) Dark grey felt

Green felt Yellow felt

Blue felt



Metal sheet external coating – standard colours
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Available all the colours of the RAL catalog

Black - Ral 9005 Dark grey - Ral 7016 Grey - Ral 7042

White - Ral 9016 Red - Ral 3002 Blue - Ral 5012

Yellow - Ral 1021 Green - Ral 6019



Door and table – Materials 
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Oak Pine Walnut

Black lacquered White lacquered

Grey linen Dark grey linen Black linen

Yellow linen Orange linen Blue linen

Standard upholstery for the internal seat
(Other upholstery fabrics are available on request)

Available all the colours of the RAL catalog
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